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Original Elevator Pitch 
 

 
Our app will help people new to meal prep organize and edit their recipes by 

categorizing them based on serving size, meal, and time to cook. The app will 

also allow users to easily make edits to and save multiple versions of their 

recipes.   
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User Interviews 
 

 

Pre-Interview Expectations 

> From our own experiences and observations in regards to cooking we 

believe our app could save time, energy and stress in the kitchen. 

Meal-prepping and cooking every week can be a long process. Multiple 

shopping trips are often made to get any ingredients that were forgotten 

because we didn’t want to bring all our recipes to the store with us. 

Cookbooks and handwritten and printed recipe cards often get dirty from 

being touched by food-covered hands, smudged from mystery liquids, and 

sometimes become illegible. Having a condensed recipe/meal-prep app 

would minimize forgotten ingredients, take up less space in the kitchen, and 

always be legible and clean. By putting all of the aspects of cooking/baking: 

shopping list, timer, and recipe, into one app, users won’t need search for 

their favorite recipes or use multiple apps, websites and cookbooks 

throughout the week. 
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Users 

> Amy 51 

> Rachel 27 (Pregnant) 

> Mo 25 

> Kyle 30 

> Nora 28 

 

Q and A 

> How often do you use a mobile phone? 

A: All day everyday 

R: Everyday all day 

M: Everyday, a couple times an hour probably 

K: Once every 10 minutes 

N: Once every 30 minutes 

 
> Do you use a lot of mobile apps?v 

A: Rarely for anything outside communication, calendars, or google. Apps get 

used mostly for travel. 

R: Few apps that she uses a lot, mail, communication, social media, craigslist, 

weather, a couple app, chatbooks. ---- Just for cooking she uses: pinterest, 

timer or mail/text if someone sent a recipe. 

M: Yes 

K: Yes 

N: Yes 

 
> How often do you cook each week? 
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A: 2-3 times a week 

R: Cooks throughout the week, one day for bulk prep like baking, in general, if 

they home. 

M: I cook at least dinner everyday, if not lunch. Usually breakfast, but it 

depends on if I have cereal. I do some meal-prepping, but it’s more like I just 

will make a recipe in big enough quantities that I have it for leftovers for 

several days, rather than a meal-prepping kind of thing. 

K: Lunch 4 days a week probably and maybe dinner once-twice a week 

maybe. Does not meal-prep 

N: I probably cook 3-4 times a week, and I do meal prep. 

 

> How many times a month do you go grocery shopping? 

A: Usually twice a week, but will often go back to store because of forgotten 

ingredients. She always brings a shopping list so items are forgotten because 

she thought she had the item but doesn’t or because it did not get written on 

the list. Sometimes she will decides on a recipe while away from home so she 

can’t check if she needs specific ingredients before going shopping. 

R: Once a week 

M: 2-3 

K: 2-3 

N: 6 

 
> Do you ever have to go back to the store for a forgotten item, why? 
A: (see above) 

R: Not usually, because she keeps the necessary items on hand 

M: Sometimes. Because I didn’t check beforehand if we had something, like if 

I thought we had some in the house and then I get home and we don’t 

actually have it.  
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K: Probably less an item that I forgot from a trip the same day and more like a 

change of - oh I’m going to add a vegetable, so I’m going to get a vegetable. 

So it’s sort of filling in a gap on the menu.  

N: Yes, and I would say if it’s I don’t check the list that I made before I went. I 

just forget 

 
> How do you decide what meals to make each week? 

A: Randomly, mostly just sticks with tried and true recipes 

R: Based on how she feels or what is available.  

M: What I’m in the mood for, and what ingredients I already have. Like, if I 

have most of the ingredients for something and don’t need to buy like, 7 

things and I only need to buy 2 things to fill up the rest of the recipe, that 

would help me.  

K: Yeah, if left to my own devices I generally make the same meals over and 

over again. So I will buy things in bulk, like at Costco, and then fill in, like oh I 

feel like eating this this week, or fresh ingredients that I want to get. It’s more 

deciding based on supply. If there’s something that really strikes my fancy 

that week.  

N: Recipes that I want to try, and also whatever’s on sale, which is usually 

what’s seasonal. 

 
> How much time do you spend choosing meals each week? 

A: A couple minutes per meal. 

R: Varies, usually very little time since choices are based on how she is feeling 

at the moment due to her pregnancy. 

 
> What is your least favorite part of cooking? 

A: Deciding what to cook 

R: Clean up 

M: Dishes. 
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K: I would say clean up in general.  

N: Peeling things.  

 
> Do you ever look at recipes on your phone? 

A: Yes, 25% of the time, but recipe cards and printed recipes are used more 

often because it is nice to be able to see the whole recipe at once and not 

worry about the phone shutting off or getting it dirty. 

R: Only uses her phone for recipes. Pinterest is her recipe station 

M: Yes 

K: Yeah 

N: Yes 

 
> How often do you try new recipes? 

A: 25%, just when one catches her eye. 

R: Tries lots of new baking recipes… new meal recipes are mostly just to get 

inspiration before winging a meal 

M: At least a couple of times a month; maybe once a week? I guess it kind of 

depends. I try more new baking recipes than I do new dinner recipes 

nowadays. Over the summer I was doing a lot of recipes.  

K: I will generally get inspiration from recipes, but often times I will cook off 

the cuff. Like, knowing okay I should get these 5 main flavour ingredients, 

then sort of figure out oh that’s how they make that sauce. Often times I use 

them as the inspiration, but then I’ll go, oh this is what I have at hand.  

N: Frequently I would say once-twice a week.  

 
> How do you organize your recipes? 

A: Most recipes are stored in a card file box. Other recipes are printed out and 

placed next to the box. The printed recipes are annoying to organize and 

store but it is too much work to write them out so they can be filed in the 
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card box. Online recipes get printed out because it is easier to see the whole 

recipe and there is no worry about laptops or phones going to sleep. 

R: Pinterest boards 

M: I have a book I write them in. It’s a little notebook/journal thing. It’s 

organized into what kind of recipes they are, so there’s a basic section for 

hard boiled eggs, bread dough, then I have entrees and desserts. (Recipes 

that you get online, do you write them in?) Yeah. My notebook, it says what 

the recipe is and then where I got it. So I could say food blog, grandma, 

parents, or whoever I got it from. Then I record calories, what kitchen utensils 

I’m using to make it, then all the steps and the ingredients. And then notes, I 

have a note section.  

K: Bookmarks for me, mostly, because everything’s online. Or like, Google 

Keep. There’s paper everywhere! 

N: Mine are not organized. It’s a combo of trying to remember what I 

Googled, which link it was, printing it out, and then trying to keep them and 

losing them.  

 
> How often do you modify your recipes? 

A: Recipes rarely get changed. If she decides to modify something it is usually 

a one time thing because she did not have a specific ingredient. If she needs 

to change the serving size she just estimates the doubling or halving. 

Occasionally she will write on a recipe card to change something but that 

makes the card less legible. She finds it very useful when online recipes 

automatically recalculate serving sizes. 

R: All recipes are modified but there is no way to track them. She uses 

pinterest to get an idea for what she wants and then makes something up. 

She wishes should could keep track of changes but pintrest does not allow 

that. 

M: Modified from original, I would say like a good 50% of the time. A lot of the 

times like, I’ll do something in my notebook in the notes that I can say “here’s 
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what you can also do” like here’s how you can portion it differently, or like I 

have a cookie recipe that the original recipe said to use unsalted butter, but 

the cookies are actually better if you use salted butter. So I’ll modify them. 

Then I have recipes that I’ll make pretty often that I’m flexible with or I can 

add stuff to or can make them a slightly different way. So, relatively often I 

would say.  

K: Yeah, for cooking I would say almost always. Unless it’s a very particular 

technique sort of thing. But oftentimes ingredients I’ll substitute and leave 

out something I don’t like, like cilantro.  

N: I will say if I’m following a recipe, I don’t modify it. 

 
> What do you dislike/like about handwritten recipe cards? 

A: Printed recipes are hard to organize. It is difficult to edit recipes and they 

can get food spilled on them. 

M: Obviously, I keep a handwritten notebook. So I like that I can arrange it 

however I want it. So if I want to make two columns on a page, or if I want to 

rearrange where I put my sections I can do that easier on paper than I can 

even in a Word document basically. ‘Cause all it takes is just moving my hand. 

So I prefer my recipes handwritten. I could’ve easily kept a like, electronic 

copy, but I prefer to have it handwritten.  

K: My problem with handwritten is A. I will lose it, B. I find it less convenient to 

search, like if I just want to type in a box and find a keyword ‘cause I’ll forget 

what I called something.  

N: I don’t like handwritten recipes because I have bad handwriting and I will 

mix stuff up. I also can’t search it which I don’t like.  

 
> What do you dislike/like about recipes online? 

A: Having to scroll through the recipe is very irritating as well as the phone 

turning off and dealing with any adds.  
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R: The blogs!! I just want the recipe. Phone turns off, tiny, cooking multiple 

things at once, cannot move back and forth between recipes easily.  

M: The like, 20 paragraphs that every food blog has before they actually give 

the recipe. I don’t like to scroll all the way to the bottom of like a mile long 

page just so I can see how to make some brownies. I really hate that.  

K: Yeah, I think also if you want to read a recipe in the kitchen sometimes 

your phone or a tablet is not exactly the device you want while you’re dealing 

with raw fish or something.  

M: Yeah, like if you have to scroll.  

K: And if you want to print it out you end up printing out ads, photos, and 

stuff that makes it hard to just get the content you want.  

N: I think the good thing is there’s people who leave comments or reviews so 

you can get a little bit of a hint to see if it sucks or not.  

 
> Would you consider only having recipes on your phone? 

A: Potentially, the phone would need to stay on and have a stand. It would be 

more likely to use the phone to organize the recipes and choose recipes from 

but then to also have the full printed version to use while cooking. 

R: Already does. 

M: I wouldn’t because like I said I like having my recipes physically in a book, 

kind of for the reason Kyle said. If I can open a book and have it just laying 

open and I don’t have to scroll through it if I’m handling stuff that’s wet or has 

germs on it or whatever. I like having a physical copy. Usually I only put 

recipes in my recipe book that I’ve tried and liked. I don’t put anything in my 

book til I’ve decided that I’ve liked it enough to eat it again.  

K: I think I would. I would also, probably use that even more if I had the ability 

to keep track of what ingredients I had available and could cross reference 

that with - ok I have these 17 things available in my kitchen right now, what 

are the things I make from this. That’s often where I get stumped, it’s like “oh 

well this is what’s in the fridge, what can I possibly do with it?”  
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N: Yeah, I would use one.  

 
> If you don’t meal-prep/cook often, are you interested in cooking more or 
meal-prepping? 
A: She does not meal prep because there is not reason to do so. Cooking does 

not take that long and she prefers freshly prepared meals. She does plan the 

meals one week at a time and then just cooks each dinner before it is served. 

R: She is going to meal-prep for her birth. But will mostly just make larger 

portions so she can cook less. She doesn’t plan to meal-prep sooner because 

she doesn’t  set aside time to do it and doesn’t know how to go about meal 

prepping, also her schedule changes a lot throughout the week so it is 

difficult to plan. She would like to meal-prep lunches for her husband but has 

difficulty coming up with ideas for lunch. 

 
> If you don’t plan to meal-prep or cook often, would you still use an app 
to organize recipes?  
A: Yes 

R: Definitely! 

 

Would you use an app if it had the ability to not lock your phone and you 
could view the whole recipe in one screen without having to scroll? 
M: If I could have the whole recipe in one screen without having to scroll, but 

you would have some serious font issues with that, with a lot of longer 

recipes. If I didn’t want my phone to lock, I would just go to settings and tell it 

not to lock while I’m doing the recipe but I would still have to scroll, so. I just 

don’t know how you’d make it happen so you could not have to scroll 

because sometimes recipes are long and involved and you’d either have to 

make the font size tiny or you’d have to scroll.  

K: Yeah, I think I would. As a side thought, the original version of Waze had a 

cool feature where it used the camera and you could wave you hand over the 

phone in different directions and it would treat that as different things. Like if 
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you moved toward the phone it would be like, “mark this as a cop” or 

something like that. So you could do that where you don’t actually have to 

touch it, but it goes back and forth between steps by triggering the camera 

or light sensor.  

M: Yeah just like, pass your hand over it and having it scroll instead of having 

to touch with your finger.  

N: Yeah, I would use it. I think what I have always thought would be helpful is 

if you had the ingredients list, but for each chunk of instructions it would 

show you the ingredients then show you what you’re supposed to do with it. 

‘Cause frequently it’ll be like “mix the flour, salt, and sugar, and cinnamon” 

then the next section will be like “now do this other thing” but then you’re like 

“ok, I have these things… how much of each of them do I need again?”  

M: Yeah. 

N: So I almost think if there were just chapters of the recipe, and like every 

time you’re done with a chapter you don’t have to go and look at the 

ingredients, you can just move on. You’re done with it. 

K: Yeah, like the quantities are in line with the instructions.  

M: Yeah. It would be better than instead of saying half a cup of flour up here 

but then down here it just says flour, to say half a cup of flour down here also.  

N: ‘Cause at least that’s how I implement recipes is in chunks; I do the dry 

stuff, and then the wet stuff, and then when I’m done with the wet stuff I 

don’t have to go look at the dry stuff again and then it’s just like, mix the two. 

So you don’t need the previous steps after you’re done with them. I could see 

that as recipe pages or something.  
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Competitive Analysis Matrix 
 

 

OrganizeEat 
–––––––––––––– 

> Direct or Indirect 

Direct 

 

> Purpose of Site 

The purpose of this app is to organize users recipes with customizable 

categories. 

 

> Primary Categories 

Settings, Sync, Search, Bookmarks, Favorites, This Week, All Recipes, Grocery 

List, Meal Plan 

 

> Social Networks 

This app has a facebook page to answer user questions, give updates and 

post food related blog posts and links. 

 

> Content Types 

The majority of the site uses icons for different categories. The app also has 

photos of recipes taken by the users or photos pulled from internet recipes. 

The rest of the site is text which includes numbered lists and instructions 

Screen reader support enabled. 
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> Personalization features 

This app is intentionally very customizable so users can organize and sort 

their recipes in a way that best suits themselves. The app allows users to 

change the background theme colors, add and alter recipe categories and 

edit recipes. When users add a category they are given icon options to be the 

head of that category. Categories can be organized in any order. Recipes can 

have specific tags and notes. It is very easy to alter recipes, both the name 

and amount of ingredients. The user can add photos to recipes. The user is 

only required to create an account to sync their recipes and there are more 

expensive versions that allow users to share recipes with other users. Lets 

users tag recipes so that they are easier to find later. 

 

> Competitive advantage 

Compared to other recipe organizers this app is focused on customizability 

and letting the user enter their personal recipes. Many recipe sites and apps 

give the user recipes but don't let the user make their own or edit them. 

 

> Heuristic evaluation 

This app as excellent customizability the allows for all sorts of recipes to be 

imported. There are clear organizing strategies and simple icons that mean 

users don't need to be able to take magazine worthy pictures of their food to 

make the site look nice. Because the app relies so heavily on icons some 

navigation is very clear and some is confusing. The well know "settings" app is 

easy to locate and navigate through. however the there are lots of icons that 

do not have any explanation such as a check mark that apparently means 

"save for this week." The number of categories available means that the 

tappable area is rather tiny and may be difficult for users with poor eyesight 

or large fingers to use. This app uses tags to help make the recipes searchable 

but the "tags" field is the only option visible above the fold besides the title 
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and photo, next is notes and then the user finally gets to the recipe. Most of 

the text is very small which is understandable for how much has to be 

included but I could see this being illegible for some.  

 

> Customer reviews 

This app has 4.7 stars and over 800 reviews. The developer has responded to 

many reviews clarifying issues and thanking customers for their time. People 

find this app to be very self explanatory and easy to use. People liked being 

able to take their recipes with them. Users often purchased the unlimited 

version shortly after using the free version. People felt like they were in 

complete control over their recipes. The shopping cart feature is very useful 

and nice to have in the same app. The ability to save recipes from different 

cooking sites is very helpful. Overall, customers really like the customizability 

of this app and the many ways their can upload recipes. Some issues people 

had was that there was no feature to digitize their pictures, the inability to 

change serving size and some bug issues 

 

> What we could use in our app 

Compared to other recipe organizers this app is focused on customizability 

and letting the user enter their personal recipes. Many recipe sites and apps 

give the user recipes but don't let the user make their own or edit them. 
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> Images 
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Recipe Keeper App 
–––––––––––––––––––––– 

> Direct or Indirect 

Direct 

 

> Purpose of Site 

The purpose of this app is to organize user's recipes grouping them by 

courses or categories. 

 

> Primary Categories 

Home, Shopping List, Meal Planner, Settings, Search, + (add recipe) 

 

> Social Networks 

Does not use social media 

 

> Content Types 

There are lots of food photos for categories and on the recipe pages. The rest 

of the pages are just text that look like they were taken from Apple Notes 

App.  

 

> Personalization features 

Users are can add recipes by hand or important them from the internet. 

Users are able to rate their recipes, move them into categories and sort them 

through their meal type. Users can also change their serving size and edit 

recipes after they are saved. Users can upload photos for their recipe. Recipe 

ingredients can be added to a shopping cart and meals can be saved to the 

meal schedule.  
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> Competitive advantage 

This app has a very handy meal calendar that allows users to add their meal 

to a specific day of the week as far in advance as a month. There is also a 

function to change the serving size of the app and export recipes. This app 

can be used on computers as well as phone so people can easily type in 

recipes on their computer. 

 

> Heuristic evaluation 

Awesome intro to the app with an explanation for how to use all of the 

features. Gives users a couple recipes to start out with. Cons: Recipe page 

starts with an overview and does not allow user to see ingredients or 

directions on the first page. All parts of the recipe are kept on separate pages. 

Does have a nutrition feature which is nice but difficult to find. Main nav bar 

disappears on different sections which is annoying.  

 

> Customer reviews 

This app has 4.6 stars and over 500 reviews. Users like that they can have their 

meal plan on the same app as their recipes. People like that they can search 

for recipes based on their items. They feel like they have good control over 

how recipes are sorted. Some people aren't a fan of its design simplicity. This 

app is very affordable and people have left more expensive apps for it. The 

app costs $5 per platform instead of per account. The biggest complaints are 

about having to buy the app for each platform and general bugs 

 

> What we could use in our app 

I really like the introduction to the app, it reminded me of the old Air BnB 

about screen. There were only a few screens but they explained what 

different icons meant and quickly explained how users could move from 

adding a recipe to shopping to cooking all with the app.  
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> Images 
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My Recipe Book 
––––––––––––––––– 

> Direct or Indirect 

Direct 

 

> Purpose of Site 

My Recipe Book stores and organizes all recipes in one place. 

 

> Primary Categories 

Grocery List, Find Recipes Online, Add a Recipe, All my Recipes, Categories, 

Ready Time, Favorite Recipes, Recipe Que, Surprise Me 

 

> Social Networks 

Twitter and Facebook. Uses both platforms to discuss bugs and updates with 

users. 

 

> Content Types 

The majority of the site uses photos and text. There are large photos for each 

recipe and categorie and text for everything else. 

 

> Personalization features 

The app allows users to type in their own recipes, sort them into categories 

and add ingredients to a shopping cart. Users can also add recipes from the 

internet. Users can sign-up to sync their recipes.  

 

> Competitive advantage 

Allows users to change serving size. Ipad versions have a built-in Timer. 

Unique "surprise me" feature that let's the app randomly select a recipe for 

you. Has a recipe cue to keep track of recipes that users want to make.  
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> Heuristic evaluation 

This app has some unique features that don't seem to work very well on this 

app but could be excellent additions to our own app. The "Surprise Me' recipe 

selected is really interesting because it could remove the difficulty of having 

to choose meals for the week. However, the feature cannot be customized so 

it literally chooses a random recipe from all of your recipes. Users could want 

a random chicken dinner selected and they might end up with Chocolate 

Chip Cookies as their random recipe. I like that this app has a timer but it is 

unfortunate that it only works on a tablet. The categories in this app are not 

customizable which is unfortunate. There is no option to add a recipe from a 

photo besides creating a new recipe and making the cover photo the image 

of the recipe card. The home page is also their menu which is confusing and 

unattractive.  

 

> Customer reviews 

This app has 3.4 stars and 200 reviews. A person wanted a prep option so they 

could say "minced vs diced," a way to bold/highlight specific pieces of text to 

make them stand out more, and the ability to check off items in their cart. 

Many people really like the app but have lots of suggestions for 

improvements. Users would like to be able to access the app from their 

computers so they could type in recipes. This app automatically adds random 

recipes that users did not want and these recipes cannot be deleted. The que 

is nice but does not match the meal-planner calendar that other apps have. 

Wishes that the app would merge ingredients from different recipes in the 

shopping cart ex: one recipe calls for 2 cups chicken broth and a different 

recipe calls for 1 cups. Instead of adding one item to the calendar: 3 cups 

chicken broth, it shows two items with their separate measurements.  
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> What we could use in our app 

We definitely need to find a way to use a timer as well as some sort of fun 

random recipe picker that is more customizable than this "surprise me" 

option. 

 

> Images 
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Allrecipes Dinner Spinner App 
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

> Direct or Indirect 

Indirect 

 

> Purpose of Site 

Allrecipes is a social platform for sharing recipes with other users.  

 

> Primary Categories 

My Feed, Dinner Spinner, Favorites, Shopping List, More options, settings 

 

> Social Networks 

Allrecipes is its own social network which allows users to share recipes with 

other users. Allrecipes also uses facebook, twitter and instagram to share 

recipes with their followers.  

 

> Content Types 

The majority of the feed page is images. Each recipe is mostly text.  

 

> Personalization features 

This app allows users to customize their search options by ingredients/dietary 

needs/prep time. Users can add notes to recipes they have tried just for 

themselves. There is also a comments section for anyone to comment on 

recipes. Users can add recipes to collections, add ingredients to their 

shopping list and comment on recipes.  

 

> Competitive advantage 

Allrecipes is its own social app so it is set up to share recipes with other users 

and have recipes suggested to users. This is excellent for anyone open to 
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trying lost of new recipes. This app also has a feature called "dinner spinner" 

that randomly selects a type of meal, an ingredient, and a prep time and then 

shows users what recipes match those categories. This spinner also lets users 

select specific items in each category and randomly selects the other options 

or users can specify all three categories and have recipes suggested for them 

based on their selections. 

 

> Heuristic evaluation 

The app is very well designed and uses hierarchy very well, allowing large 

recipes to be read easily on a small screen. This app is also set up to give the 

best recipe feed experience so it is very easy to search through recipes and 

get recommendations. The navigation is very poorly designed. There is no 

way to go back to the previous screen. If a user adds items from a recipe to 

their cart and they view the cart, they only way to get back to the recipe is to 

return to the feedscreen and then research for the recipe.  

 

> Customer reviews 

3 stars and over 500 reviews. People have issues with the recipe suggestions. 

Some users have not received new or unique suggestions in a while, others 

find that there aren't enough customizations for search such as the ability to 

look for recipes made from scratch. No printing option from app. This app is 

useful for getting recipe inspiration but not necessary for keeping your 

recipes. Very annoying ads that cannot be disabled through payments. Some 

people complain about the size of buttons and text being too small.  

 

> What we could use in our app 

The layout of the recipes is really successful and easy to navigate. The Dinner 

Spinner is awesome and really fun. A much better way to achieve the 

"surprise me" idea.  
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> Images 
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Mealime  
–––––––––– 

> Direct or Indirect 

Direct 

 

> Purpose of Site 

Mealime is an app for healthy recipes, and meal plans for any diet. It boasts 

meals that can be cooked in 30 minutes or less, creates a grocery list based 

off of your chosen meals, and helps cut down on food waste.  

 

> Primary Categories 

Meal Plan, Grocery List, Favourites, Settings 

 

> Social Networks 

Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Medium (?). Nothing particularly 

groundbreaking that they're doing on social media. Most of their Facebook 

and Twitter posts appear to be shared directly from their Instagram posts. 

They share some inspirational messaging, reposts of customer food, 

marketing the app, newly posted recipes. It feels like their branding's a little 

off. There's no rhyme or reason to the way photos look, where text on photos 

is placed, what font is used.  

 

> Content Types 

It feels well laid out. There's a large image at the top of the recipe that 

disappears as you scroll down to view the detailed information. The 

information is broken down into cookware, ingredients, and instruction tabs 

you can tab through (for the individual recipes). The instructions lay out nicely 

what to do and visually highlights what ingredients to to add at what step 

which is nice to look at for an overview of what to expect. The grocery list is 
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laid out well as well and incorporates all the ingredients, how much of them 

you'll utilize in your cooking, and when you check them off they go to the 

"completed items" section. It also breaks down what variety the ingredient is 

(produce, deli, meat, etc) and allows your to add items if you want to.  

 

> Personalization features 

It feels pretty customizable by allowing you to add items to your grocery list, 

add the meals from their provided listings. Or at least as customizable as 

something like this should probably be. I feel it's ideal to let the app handle 

the photos of the food so it's easy to see what the food looks like as opposed 

to letting the user do that (some people... are just not so great with the 

camera). It also provides a section for you to save recipes you've tried so you 

can revisit them. The only issue I have is that a lot of key aspects (calorie 

filters, exclusive recipes, adding notes to recipes) are limited to "pro-only" aka 

you have to pay $6/month or $50/year to have access to those features.  

 

> Competitive advantage 

This was the best, hands down, of the direct competitors I reviewed. I think 

this is probably also the closest to what I found that we could reference but 

improve. I liked that it was simple to use, pretty intuitive, and didn't feel 

cluttered/like an overwhelming amount of stimulus.  

 

> Heuristic evaluation 

Feels well designed and it's pretty intuitive to use as far as I'm concerned. I 

felt like buttons were big enough and I wasn't having any issues tapping 

what I wanted or figuring out where to tap. One of the things that was nice at 

the very beginning was it lets you pick the "diet" you stick to (vegan, 

vegetarian, etc.) then you can add in any restrictions (no shellfish, no gluten, 

etc.). Here I did find it a little problematic that it didn't include Kosher/Halal as 
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an option. For a Jew who keeps kosher or a Muslim who eats Halal and could 

immediately turn them away. I think that for me (a Jew who keeps... sort of 

Kosher), I'd still potentially use the app if I were interested in this type of thing 

because I only avoid pork products, but I think if I were truly keeping Kosher, I 

might just turn back then. After this page, it has a list of foods that you can 

choose from that you want to avoid. I'm a little hesitant about this page 

because I have a feeling that it might not show me recipes that I would 

potentially like had it not had one food that I didn't like (i.e. something with 

olives on it... I could most likely pretty easily just leave the olives out and still 

enjoy the rest of the recipe). I also hate that every time I select something 

from the pop up list of foods I wouldn't want to eat it disappears which 

means I have to go back to the list, scroll back to where I was at, and repeat 

the process til I've selected everything I don't like to eat. Upon trying to 

actually click on a meal plan on my app after adding a few meals, it wouldn't 

let me click on the actual meal. I'm not sure if I just wasn't tapping the screen 

right (I wasn't missing it, it's plenty big and when I tapped it I could tell it was 

somewhat responsive) but it wouldn't let me view the recipe. I went in and 

checked everything off my grocery list thinking that potentially it wouldn't let 

me see the instructions until I'd checked off everything and once I did that it 

opened fine. It's cool 'cause this app has a cooking mode that makes it so you 

don't have to touch your screen and your screen won't lock. The only issue I 

had is that when trying to scroll, it wouldn't sense my hand all the time or it 

wouldn't catch that I was moving my hand to scroll and I go stuck on step 6 

for a good minute when I was just trying to scroll through.  

 

> Customer reviews 

This has a 4.6 rating from 7,669 reviews. I would say that's pretty favourable. 

Highlights are: easy to use, tasty meals, grocery lists are so helpful, highly 

recommended, organized shopping list, easy to access, lots of options. The 
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developers also seem pretty responsive in the reviews to see how they can 

improve/to notify people that their criticism has been fixed/updated.  

 

> What we could use in our app 

I like the cooking mode option. I think incorporating something like that into 

our app would be crucial to making this app a good competitor. I also like the 

grocery list section. That felt nice and was satisfying to check things off the 

list. I was concerned that maybe you can't view the recipes until you've done 

the shopping? Might've just been me not tapping appropriately, though. I 

also like how they highlight ingredients in each step if necessary so that 

information is together and not something you have to keep scrolling back 

and forth for.  

 
> Images 
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Tasty 
–––––– 

> Direct or Indirect 

Direct 

 

> Purpose of Site 

Tasty is the world's largest food video and recipe network. Calls itself "you new 

cooking coach". Gives you 3000 recipes at your fingertips with a step-by-step 

instruction mode.  

 

> Primary Categories 

Search for recipes, Discover, My Recipes 

 

> Social Networks 

It doesn't appear that they list any of their social media on their website or 

app that I could quickly/easily find. I know they have a Facebook and would 

be super surprised if they didn't have an Instagram. I believe they may also 

have a Snapchat, but I'm not as sure of that. They're a Buzzfeed brand, so I'm 

surprised they don't link directly to their social media accounts.  

 

> Content Types 

Images dominate the site in a way that doesn't feel like it's working well. 

They're nice looking images, but it feels like images dominate and text is an 

afterthought. It feels sort of organized, but not in a way that would make 

sense to most people I would think. It's also not broken down in a way that I 

feel like people would actually be trying to search (i.e. breakfast, lunch, 

dinner) and is instead quirky section titles that can be somewhat ambiguous.  

 

> Personalization features 
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It feels like there's minimal customizable options. Basically you can scroll 

through their predetermined lists, their laid out recipes, watch their step by 

step instructions, and then save the recipe for later if you want. It feels like 

this experience is happening to you and you're very much not involved which 

is kind of the exact opposite of the vibe I would think you'd want to give off 

for a cooking app. I also worry that while watching the video you could 

potentially cut yourself with a knife if you were trying to follow along as the 

video was playing.  

 

> Competitive advantage 

This one definitely would appeal to someone probably under 18 or was in 

college and not cooking after work daily, or was cooking just for fun when 

they felt like it. This feels directed toward Gen Zer who spends a lot of time 

online/grew up not knowing a world without the Internet. They would 

definitely understand the quirky quips that Tasty is making with their section 

names easiest of most people who might use this app. The colours were 

bright and fun, and the illustrations were cute. It felt like it might be 

appealing for someone looking for holiday-themed recipes, or something to 

bring to a party whereas Mealime and Yummly felt more directed at people 

who want to make a meal for themselves/a group of people.  

 

> Heuristic evaluation 

Seems like it might only let you login using Facebook? That's pretty limiting 

already. It might've had an option to log in otherwise/create an account but it 

was not obvious, and the first two things I saw were "log in with Facebook" 

and "maybe later". Only lets you say whether you're a vegetarian or not. 

People have lots of dietary restrictions that would be classified alongside 

vegetarian... why limit it? It feels like they're missing stuff on the app. It feels 

like a preliminary version that accidentally got released. I don't like that I had 
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to log in to get pretty much just one extra feature (being able to save my 

recipes). The app feels a little bland (white background, bright blue sticky 

bottom navigation bar, pink type) and they use a lot of very "cutesy" kitschy 

stuff which doesn't appeal to me very much. I hate the way they do their 

sections. They seem repetitive, and it feels like they're trying desperately to 

appeal to Gen Zers which annoys me and also compromises accessibility in 

an unredeemable way (section titled "you want a piece of me?" and it's 

desserts... someone who was blind would probably miss crucial information, 

and someone who didn't speak English fluently would probably not get that 

at all). I don't love that the second you open a recipe it starts playing a video. 

Thankfully the sound's off automatically, but it feels like they could've just let 

you press a play button. I do like the percentage of people that said they'd 

make the recipe again, but I honestly almost missed that information 

because there's limited hierarchy happening on this page. I also like that you 

can share. The sharing feels more obvious than the percentage of people that 

would make it again. I think I'd also like to see why they would make it again 

broken down a little further, or read reviews given by people who made it, 

and I think this information would live best in it's own tab you could click to, 

as a fly out/drop down section, or simply underneath the ingredients list. It 

feels like there's a lot of scrolling that's unnecessary, and I find it a little 

annoying that there's play buttons for each individual step (also steps are 

labeled preparation? Why? The last "preparation" is "Enjoy!" which is not.... 

preparation... that's steps or instructions) but no larger play button that just 

lets you start from the beginning. If I saw this, I would think that you'd have to 

tap each step to get to the video/instructions which is unnecessary when you 

could just swipe between steps (this IS how the app actually functions, but I'd 

say that's not how it seems).  

 

> Customer reviews 
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This has a 4.4 rating out of 1,911 reviews. The first "most helpful" review says 

"why do I have to use Facebook to be able to save... was very disappointed 

that unless I have Facebook, I can't save". The next three reviews say the same 

exact thing. It seems like a lot of these people have seen Tasty recipes 

elsewhere online, but when they tried to use the app couldn't because they 

didn't have Facebook accounts. Someone else says amazing recipes, endless 

amount of recipes, likes that they show you step by step. Some people want 

to be able to leave comments on recipes. Honestly, a lot of comments are 

complaining about Facebook.  

 

> What we could use in our app 

I like the idea of the step by step video instructions, but I think that'd need a 

disclaimer. I'm also not so sure how well that'd align with our ideas for the 

app we want to make. I think maybe we can make this more into a "what to 

avoid" example 

 

Images 
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Yummly 
––––––––– 

> Direct or Indirect 

Direct 

 

> Purpose of Site 

Yummly says this app is your "most personal recipe app". It says it's your 

smart cooking sidekick, offering personalized guidance every step of the way.  

 

> Primary Categories 

Just for you, explore, store. There's a search icon and shopping list icon (I had 

to tap to understand what it was), and a hamburger menu with access to 

home, shopping lit, search, "my yums", and settings. 

 

> Social Networks 

Facebook, Pinterest, Instagram, and Youtube are their listed social media. 

They post recipes with photos of the finished product on Facebook and 

Instagram, recipes/images broken down into 

holidays/meals/diets/popular/etc. on Pinterest, and step by step video 

instructions on Youtube. I think the most innovative is probably Pinterest and 

Youtube although they're not totally unique, just unique when compared to 

Mealime and Tasty I think.  

 

> Content Types 

It feels like everything's pretty easily tappable and I'm not having any issues 

tapping around. It's definitely not the most attractive app I've ever used, 

though. It looks like it's trying really hard to be cutesty (the logo is 

reminiscent of Hello Fresh's) but it feels like the app was created by someone 

who had no clue what they were doing and has never heard of the term 
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"hierarchy" in their life. Images are really dominating the app, especially on 

the ingredients page. I also really didn't like that when I tried to get directions, 

it took me out of the app and to a webpage browser. That feels really lazy.  

 

> Personalization features 

It feels like there's a good amount of personalization features, but potentially 

too many. It feels like and seems like someone took a website and tried to 

make it into an app but change as little as possible. The review sections on 

recipes feel like they're the comments section on a website and aren't super 

well presented (a lot of scrolling to get to them. The way it takes you away 

from the app to their website to get directions makes me wonder how well 

the saving of your recipes works. On top of this, I tried to go find what I 

"yummed" (the phrase they use to save recipes) and they were difficult for me 

to find without digging around.  

 

> Competitive advantage 

Yummly felt like it would work great for someone familiar with their website 

who wanted to look at other users reviews of meals, to browse a LOT of meal 

options, and not have the necessity to enter in their own recipes that weren't 

already on Yummly. It was nice to set a "scheduled eat time" so it lays out 

what time to prep/cook/and start eating.  

 

> Heuristic evaluation 

I like that it gives you multiple ways to log in (facebook, google, email) and 

also (small at the bottom) the option to skip logging in and try Yummly 

without personalization. The next screen is hard to read (thin white text over 

what appears to be two recipes with busy backgrounds that are competing 

for my attention with long line length). Then it says that this is my home 

screen (nightmare) and then says (in poor grammar) to press the "yum" 
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button (presented at the bottom, far away from this information, and very 

small) when I see recipes I like and after 5 "yums" they'll show me 

recommendations on my home screen. Then I have to let the app have 

access to my storage? I feel like this app has done nothing to make me trust 

it so the last thing I want to let it do is have access to my phone otherwise? 

From here it takes me to my "just for you" tab on what I assume is my 

homepage. with a prompt that's not obvious telling me, again, to tap the 

yums to "teach yummly about my tastes". It's apps like this that turn me off 

from even wanting to download food-oriented apps unless they're food 

delivery apps. Tapping around, I'm becoming more and more turned off to 

this app. They inconsistently use icons and type to describe where you 

are/what you're looking at, their sections seem like they follow no theme/are 

too complex. To set dietary restrictions (that they mentioned I could set 

earlier) were never presented to me, I had to go find them. Once there, there 

is yet again no option for keeping Kosher/Halal, but I do like that you can 

search disliked ingredients and create a list without having to go back and 

forth between pages like you did on Mealime. I did not like how specific the 

ingredients were (I tried to type in oregano and got dried oregano, oregano, 

fresh oregano, oregano leaves, dried oregano leaves (crushed), spice islands 

oregano, etc.). Having that many options makes me believe that if I don't add 

this weirdly long and specific list, I'll have to dodge recipes with oregano in 

them. Overall, I hated this app and found it frustrating.  

 

> Customer reviews 

This app has a 4.5 rating out of 93,386 reviews. How? I don't know. People 

think it's easy to use, helpful, has great recipes, a variety of recipes, love that 

you can send ingredients to your shopping list.  

 

> What we could use in our app 
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I like that there are reviews. I don't think reviews would work exactly like this 

for us, but maybe a section for people who I fed this meal to who liked/hated 

it? I also liked the scheduled eat time. This might be a good 

alternative/addition to timing how long it takes you to prep each step.  

 

> Images 
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Pinterest 
–––––––––– 

> Direct or Indirect 

Indirect 

 

> Purpose of Site 

Pinterest is a place for creative ideas to plan, search, look, and check out new 

things. They say "good ideas start here!"  

 

> Primary Categories 

Home, Following, Notifications, Profile. There's a search bar at the top with a 

camera icon which indicates that you can search with images which is cool.  

 

> Social Networks 

Pinterest exists (obviously) on Pinterest, Facebook, Instagram. Potentially 

elsewhere, but it's kind of hard to find since it is also a social media platform. 

That makes it unique in and of itself. On Facebook and Instagram is shares 

well-stylized and "on-brand" images of things I assume created from pins that 

exist on Pinterest and videos about the platform and people who use the 

platform. I would say that their branding in their videos at least borders on 

some copyright infringement of Target. I was a little confused for a second 

when watching one of their video ads.  

 

> Content Types 

I think it's easy to tap around and get where I want to go. I'm not sure how 

intuitive this would be had I just signed up for Pinterest, and since I've been 

using Pinterest pretty heavily for over 5 years now, it's hard to critique it's flow 

well since I know it well. It feels well laid out, and I think making the 
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background a blank canvas is necessary based off of how much conflicting 

content there is. The white in this situation makes it feel like and airy, not 

bland. I really like that you can tap on a pin, open it and make it larger all in 

the app and then pin it from there, or tap and hold on the image and pin it 

that way too.  

 

> Personalization features 

Personalization is pretty good I think since you can set up your individual 

boards and title them in a way that makes sense to you (but they give you 

suggestions). You can hide things from your home page which is nice. It's not 

like it's Myspace where you can completely change things around, but I think 

it's a good level of customization that makes you feel like you're involved and 

able to control your experience to an extent.  

 

> Competitive advantage 

Pinterest would work great for someone looking for recipes because there's 

so many, being sourced from so many different blogs, websites, videos, 

books, etc. It's definitely for someone who is willing to sift through a LOT of 

information, and willing to go to a lot of different websites sourced through 

Pinterest.  

 

> Heuristic evaluation 

I think it's nice that you can narrow down your search as much as you want 

(i.e. recipes, halloween recipes, recipes with marshmallows, dinner ideas, etc.) 

and get more broad or more narrowed results depending on what you want. I 

like that you have the ability to break down your saved recipes as detailed as 

you might want them (general recipes, holiday recipes, etc.). I do wish there 

were a way to pull the information from the other websites and save them 
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more conveniently ON Pinterest directly without having to click through to 

another website after you've already decided you wanted to save a recipe.  

 

> Customer reviews 

Pinterest has a 4.6 rating from 4,583,012 reviews. Review highlights are 

"helpful, addictive, great ideas, easy to use for a variety of reasons, informative, 

inspiring, fun". The first review states "at first I thought it was just for IY ideas 

and your basica tutorials and while that's all good it's not really my thing. I 

first downloaded it because i thought I could get art ideas from it and boy 

they did not disappoint..."  

 

> What we could use in our app 

I think that we could potentially look at the saving and sharing features, and 

how they set up the tapping down on a post to pin/share/hide. I think that we 

could potentially look at the saving and sharing features, and how they set up 

the tapping down on a post to pin/share/hide.  
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> Images 
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Caviar 
––––––– 

> Direct or Indirect 

Indirect 

 

> Purpose of Site 

Caviar delivers the food you love from your favourite local restaurants. 

"Whether it's delivery or pick up, Caviar serves up the best food in your city" 

regardless of what you're craving.  

 

> Primary Categories 

No obvious categories. Lists your delivery options at the top (delivery or 

pickup, what address) which when you tap it lets you select another address 

or enter a new one. It also lets you filter when you want it. There's also a 

search icon to search their food categories and a person icon to look at your 

account information. 

 

> Social Networks 

They're present on Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook. It's nice because they 

post different content to each social media, but it all feels more or less 

related. They post memes on Twitter and videos about restaurants they 

deliver from on Facebook. It feels like a good balance and like they 

understand why people use each platform/what type of content they'll be 

most interested in seeing on each platform.  

 

> Content Types 

It's easy to tap around and get where you're trying to go, nothing feels small 

or cramped I don't think. I think it's pretty intuitive how to go about ordering 

and how to get what you're looking for. The layout feels all right, though I do 
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think it could be improved. Maybe the images don't have to span across the 

whole screen and could be columns instead? 

 

> Personalization features 

Personalization feels minimal, but that feels okay. It shows you places you've 

ordered from previously making those easy to reference which is kind of the 

best I can think of wanting in a food delivery app.  

 

> Competitive advantage 

Caviar works for people looking to have food delivered by restaurants that 

might not provide food delivery options themselves.  

 

> Heuristic evaluation 

I think it's nice that it uses your location to provide suggestions. I also like that 

you can browse by different categories, though based off of past experience 

their search function isn't the best I've ever used and doesn't always catch 

every single thing (searching for barbeque vs. bbq can bring up different 

restaurants). I think it would also be nice if they had the ability to leave 

reviews of drivers/report issues through the app (which you can't currently).  

 

> Customer reviews 

Caviar has a 4.2 rating from 4,130 reviews. People say it's "easy to use, 

convenient, great service, great selection, decent prices, seamless ordering, 

awesome support, great customer service".  

 

> What we could use in our app 

Layout inspiration, looking at how they break down ordering may be useful 

somehow.  
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> Images 
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UX Strategy Document 
 

 
Vision Statement 
We want to create an app that will be the only digital tool required for the 

entire cooking process. The app will allow users to create, add, and edit 

recipes, select recipes for the week, add ingredients to a shopping list, set 

reminders and timers, and view instructions hands-free during the final 

cooking stage. Users should feel in complete control of the app and their 

recipes. We want to keep users from having to use multiple apps, or switch 

between apps during the process. Our goal is to keep users using the app for 

the entire week. The design will focus on guiding the user through the full 

meal-making process so that it would never be necessary to switch to a 

different app.  

 

Circumstances of Use 
Our users will primarily be between the ages of 25 and 50. The target 

audience will be amateur cooks who cook on a regular basis. They will lead 

relatively busy lives that do not allow for much time and thought to be 

dedicated to cooking each week. These users will be getting an all-in-one 

recipe keeper that allows them to complete all cooking tasks in one place. 

Users will be able to customize their experience so that the app functions 

intuitively and they can cook from and edit personal recipes. Our app will be 

found by users searching for a way to store, track, or edit recipes. Ads will be 

published on cooking websites and social media. The app will be used on a 

weekly basis, whenever users are thinking about or doing something related 

to cooking. 
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Design Criteria 
Our app will focus on hierarchy, flow, customization, minimal distraction and 

clear visual cues. Icons and short phrases will communicate to the users what 

can be done and without taking up the whole screen. Users will be led 

through the cooking process so that they always know where they are and 

how to move forward or backward. There will be no distracting ads, pop-ups, 

unnecessary text or overly large images to prevent users from completing 

their tasks. Color choice and icon design will be simple and reminiscent of a 

recipe book. The overall design will be very minimal. The app will also be very 

customizable with how users organize and record recipes so they feel in total 

control. There will be clear hierarchy to draw the user’s attention to key 

elements of the screen. The flow of pages will remain very intuitive, flowing in 

chronological order through the steps of cooking. 

 

Success Metrics 
To measure our success we would like to see users returning to the app 

multiple times a week for over one - two months. Users should also be using a 

majority of the app’s functionality.  

 

We want to avoid alienating users with design that makes them feel like they 

are at fault for any difficulty they might encounter. Our main prevention goal 

will be to stop users from only using one or two functions of the app and 

switching to a different app for other functionality.  
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User Personas 
 

 
Name:  Brandon 
Age:  35 
Location:  Suburban Beaverton, OR 

Modest 2 bed/1 bath apartment 
Relationship:  Single, no kins, straight 
Education:  B.S. in Business, focus on Accounting 
Job Title:  Accountant 
Salary:  $70,000 
 
 

> Goals & Needs 

1. Needs to organize the cooking process 

2. Concerned with saving time 

3. Doesn’t really enjoy cooking, but tries to practice a healthy lifestyle 

4. Hopes that meal-prepping will allow him to spend less time in the 

kitchen each day. 

5. Isn’t great at taking ingredients he already has at home and turning 

that into a meal 

6. Doesn’t have a preference for how he likes to read recipes as long as all 

aspects of a step go together  

 

> Behaviors 

1. Very organized in all areas of his life except for cooking 

2. Believes wholeheartedly that polo shirts are formal wear. 

3. Avid IPA snob 

4. Familiar with technology and the internet 

5. On social media, but only Facebook and reddit. Is aware of other 

platforms and could navigate them fairly easily 
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6. Logical thinker, has a lot of traits associated with a Type A personality 

7. He likes to have friends over to hang out, drink IPA, eat hors d'oeuvres, 

admire his beautiful apartment 

 

> Frustrations 

1. Limes (He really likes limes but doesn’t know how to cook with them) 

2. Biggest obstacle is finding a way to perfectly organize the cooking 

process to match the rest of his organized life. 

3. Worried that cooking new things will turn out very messy, or disorderly 

 

 

 
Name:  Erika 
Age:  25 
Location:  San Francisco, CA 

Small studio apartment in downtown 
Relationship:  Dating, Lesbian 
Education:  Pursuing B.S. in Computer Science 
Job Title:  Google Intern 
Salary:  $65,000 
 
 

> Goals & Needs 

1. Used to enjoy cooking when she lived at home and had more free time 

and did not have to worry about grocery shopping. 

2. She feels that the cooking process is very tedious and disorderly which 

threatens her logically ordered life. 

3. Things that are unordered or poorly optimized stress her out. Such as 

trying to organize recipes found in books, online and on recipe cards.  

4. Her school and job are more important to her than cooking. 

5. She often finds herself with random bits of leftovers and a pantry items 

that make it difficult to put together an actual well-balanced meal. 
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6. Wants to be able to create a shopping list while away from home.  

7. Making a recipe list is very frustrating since she usually goes shopping  

8. Because she likes everything optimized specifically for her she wants an 

app that she can customize to meet her exact preferences.  

 

> Behaviors 

1. Uses technology all day everyday 

2. She is constantly immersed in the tech world since she lives in the 

Silicon Valley and is employed by Google.  

3. She is part of the development team at Google and focuses on 

optimization.  

4. Logical thinker, problem solver, self-starter 

5. Enjoys social events but is also happy to read a book by herself and 

snuggle with her cat, Smug Muffin.  

6. Spends most of her time at work and school 

 

> Frustrations 

1. How much time it takes to choose recipes for the week and then plan out 

when they can be cooked and what she needs to buy.  

2. Her weekly schedule often changes without notice due to extra homework or 

work events so she doesn’t know how much time she will have each evening 

to cook. 
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Name:  Annemarie 
Age:  45 
Location:  Willow Grove, PA 

Small colonial. Needs drive everywhere 
Relationship:  Married, 3 kids, straight 
Education:  High School Diploma 
Job Title:  Stay-at-home mom 
Salary:  Husband earns $65,000 
 

> Goals & Needs 

1. Find value in having her recipes on her phone and would like an app 

that can hold all her recipes in case anything should ever happen to the 

handwritten ones 

2. Needs something that you can understand REALLY quickly (she doesn’t 

want to spend more than 5-10 minutes trying to understand the app) 

3. Wants an app that combines as many areas of the cooking process 

4. Wants something that she can personalize to match her cooking style 

5. She needs something that cuts down time when cooking, otherwise 

she sees no value in using an app 

6. She needs things to be clearly laid out for her when using apps 

otherwise she’ll get frustrated and stop using an app 

 

> Behaviors 

1. Makes breakfast, lunch, and dinner for herself, her husband, and her 3 

kids at least 5/7 days of the week 

2. A Standard Italian Woman who uses her Nonna’s lasagna recipe 

religiously and refuses to change it 

3. Cooks all the time, really enjoys cooking and coming up with new 

recipes and putting together elaborate meals 

4. Should probably take over Rachael Ray’s show  

5. She’s on Facebook but doesn’t really understand how social media 
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works, and is mainly on it to keep in touch with her Florida cousins and 

make sure her children aren’t doing anything “she wouldn’t do” 

 

> Frustrations 

1. She’s a little forgetful 

2. She has to drive at least 20 minutes to get to the grocery store, so her 

forgetfulness (if she forgets an ingredient) can become time 

consuming 

3. Annemarie isn’t super great with technology or the internet, but still 

uses it  

4. Her budget and time are tight. Her days run on a fairly tight schedule 

and her kids are still pretty dependent on her. 
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User Journeys 
 

 
Brandon  |  Journey 1 
 
> Description 

Select Recipes for the week 

 

> Context 

Brandon is at home on a Saturday afternoon. He has given himself half an 

hour to choose meals for the week since he usually finds this difficult and is 

slightly excited and nervous to see how it works with his new app. Brandon 

needs to pick three meals for himself. 

 

> Progression 

1. Opens app 

2. Lands on home/recipe page. 

3. clicks on the “dinner” category 

4. Brandon knows he wants to eat chicken this week for dinner 

5. Types in “chicken” to the search bar to look at only dinners with 

chicken. 

6. brandon finds three recipes that sound good that he previously added 

to the app from the internet 

7. he opens each one to make sure the instructions don’t seem too 

challenging and to make sure he has all the right cooking utensils.  

8. He selects “add recipe to meal plan” for all three. 

 

> Devices 
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iPhone 10, Brandon is very confident in using his smartphone 

 

> Functionality 

Brandon wants to be able narrow down his search options so that he only has 

to look through recipes that he wants for the week. This is possible by 

selecting a category and then searching for a tag or ingredient in that 

category 

 

> Emotion 

Excited/nervous and hopeful that this new app will help make picking meals 

a lot easier. 

 
 
Brandon  |  Journey 2 
 
> Description 

Create Shopping List for the week 

 

> Context 

Brandon is about to head to the grocery store but needs to create his 

shopping list first. 

 

> Progression 

1. Brandon opens the app 

2. Selects the shopping cart icon 

3. Shopping cart is currently empty but this is an option to add 

ingredients from his meal-plan or to add ingredients from recipes. 

4. brandon selects “add recipes from meal-plan”  
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5. The shopping cart fills and sorts recipes ingredients into food 

categories (dairy, meat, pantry, veg/fruit) combining ingredients from 

different recipes into one item with the multiplied quantity. 

6. Brandon sees he needs 8 tomatoes and he wants to know what recipes 

use all of the tomatoes. 

7. Brandon selects tomato, which opens a page that shows the meals 

containing tomatoes and how many tomatoes are required for each 

meal 

8. Brandon needs toilet paper and a new toothbrush  

9. He selects “add item” and enters the two non food items he needs 

10. Brandon doesn’t like that dairy products are first on the list since he 

usually gets those last 

11. He clicks edit button which allows him to move categories around so 

that they match the order that he shops. 

 

> Devices 

iPhone 10 

 

> Functionality 

Wants to add all ingredients from selected recipes to a shopping list along 

with some other essentials 

 

> Emotion 

Slightly rushed 

 
Brandon  |  Journey 3 
 
> Description 

Cook a meal 
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> Context 

Two friends arrived early so Brandon is chatting with them while trying to 

cook a meal 

 

> Progression 

1. Opens App 

2. Selects Meal Calendar 

3. Picks the recipe scheduled for the evening 

4. Enters cooking mode 

5. Given list of ingredients to gather together 

6. Begins instructions 

7. Instructions appear 2-3 at a time with the ability to hover over the 

screen to move forward or backward. 

8. When he gets to a timed step, app allows him to start timer which then 

follows him through the rest of the cooking. 

 

> Devices 

iPhone 10 

 

> Functionality 

Wants to be able to move through steps without needing to touch the screen 

or turn his phone back on. 

 

> Emotion 

Overall, happy to see friends but stressed about having to cook in front of 

them 

 
Erika  |  Journey 1 
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> Description 

Add Recipes from the internet and edit to customize them 

 

> Context 

Erika is on a lunch break at work with a couple of friends. They are all chatting 

about how they wish it was easier to pack lunches or that buying food for 

lunch wasn’t so expensive. One of Erika’s friends mentioned that she found 

an awesome lunch burrito recipe online that was pretty easy to make so Erik 

wants to find the recipe and add it to her app. 

 

> Progression 

1. Opens app 

2. Lands on home/recipe page 

3. Selects Add recipe > from internet 

4. The app opens a google search page within the app where Erika types 

in the details that her friend remembers about the burrito.  

5. The app give Erika the normal google search results. 

6. Erika and her friend scroll through the list until they see the right recipe 

7. Erika selects the recipe and presses “add to app” 

8. Once add the app opens the recipe page with the burrito recipe.  

9. Erika doesn’t wants to use brown rice instead of white rice for the 

burrito so she clicks “edit” 

10. The recipe changes to a form where she is able to make her edit 

11. The instructions and ingredients then change to account for brown rice 

 

> Devices 

Galaxy Note S9. Very familiar, uses all day everyday 

 

> Functionality 
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Wants to find and add a recipe to the app then needs to edit the recipe 

 

> Emotion 

Cheerful, carefree, interested to see how the app works 

 
Erika  |  Journey 2 
 
> Description 

Edit a recipe in her recipe list 

 

> Context 

Erika noticed that one of her recipes includes cilantro before she started 

cooking/shopping, but cilantro tastes like soap to her, thus she doesn’t want 

to see it in her recipe anymore. 

 

> Progression 

1. Opens app 

2. Selects Recipes 

3. Selects Dinner 

4. Selects the Recipe she wants to edit 

5. Selects “edit recipes” 

6. Finds the area that included cilantro 

7. Deletes it 

8. Saves recipe 

 

> Devices 

Galaxy Note S9 

 

> Functionality 
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Wants to make sure her recipe doesn’t include adding an ingredient that she 

hates, but won’t affect the overall taste of the meal greatly. 

 

> Emotion 

Relieved she saw this before she started cooking/shopping to make this meal  

 
Erika  |  Journey 3 
 
> Description 

See what tools are required for a specific recipe already in her recipe list 

 

> Context 

Erika wants to cook a dinner for her girlfriend but wants to double check that 

all the utensils she’ll need to make the meal are already clean before she gets 

started 

 

> Progression 

1. Opens app 

2. Opens app 

3. Selects Recipes 

4. Selects Dinner 

5. Selects the Recipe she wants to edit 

6. “Tools” is the first tab open 

7. Views the list 

8. Checks that all tools/utensils on the list are clean and ready to be used 

 

> Devices 

Galaxy Note S9 
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> Functionality 

Wants to double check that all the utensils she’ll need to make the meal are 

already clean before she gets started to avoid having to wash anything twice 

in one night 

 

> Emotion 

A little annoyed about potentially having to do dished more than once, but 

pleasantly surprised everything’s already clean 

 
Annemarie  |  Journey 1 
 
> Description 

Add recipes from handwritten note cards 

 

> Context 

Annemarie is at home on a Monday afternoon (around 1pm) during the fall. 

All her kids are at school and her husband is at work so it’s just her, the cat, 

and dog at home. She wants to start trying to migrate some of her 

handwritten recipes over to the app so she can start testing it out. 

 

> Progression 

1. Opens app 

2. Selects Recipes 

3. Selects Add Recipe > by picture 

4. The app opens her camera app where Annemarie approves the app to 

have access to her Camera Roll 

5. Takes photo of recipe card which automatically takes her back to the 

app 
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6. With the photo loaded in the app, she clicks from the options to have 

the app automatically translate the photo into text 

7. After it’s done translating, it leaves it in the “edit” section so she can 

make any changes necessary 

 

> Devices 

Google Pixel 2, she uses it frequently but isn’t super tech savvy. She’s 

proficient at best. 

 

> Functionality 

She’s expecting to be able to take a photo of the recipe card and have it be 

pretty close to accurate after it translates the photo to text so it requires 

minimal time and energy on her end.  

 

> Emotion 

A little skeptical, but hopeful because she thinks this will make her life a lot 

easier if it DOES work well 

 
Annemarie  |  Journey 2 
 
> Description 

Set alarms for dinner for the next day 

 

> Context 

Now that Annemarie has translated some of her written recipe cards to the 

app, she wants to try and use some of the meal planning aspects of the app 

since she can be forgetful sometimes and start making dinner much later 

than she intended 
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> Progression 

1. Opens app 

2. Selects Meal Plan 

3. Locates Recipe on the calendar 

4. Selects Edit 

5. Chooses Set Reminders 

6. Sets an Reminder to take beef out at 10am to defrost for later that day 

so she can use it for dinner 

 

> Devices 

Google Pixel 2 

 

> Functionality 

Wants to make sure that she’s reminded on time to take the beef out to 

defrost so that dinner doesn’t get pushed back too late 

 

> Emotion 

Anxious to see if it really goes off/how well the snooze function works 

 
Annemarie  |  Journey 3 
 
> Description 

Take a photo of her pantry 

 

> Context 

Annemarie wants to take photos of the pantry so she can glance at them 

when she’s grocery shopping if unsure if she still has more left of a product 

 

> Progression 
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1. Opens app 

2. Selects Shopping List 

3. Selects View Pantry 

4. Opens camera app (already has approved app to have access to 

camera roll) 

5. Takes photo of each wall of pantry and inside of fridge (5 photos total) 

6. Once done, is taken back to the app 

7. Dates the photos so she can see how recent they are 

 

> Devices 

Google Pixel 2 

 

> Functionality 

Wants to be sure that she can keep better track of what all she already has so 

she doesn’t end up with food that goes rotten because she bought it before 

she’d be able to use it 

 

> Emotion 

Excited to use this next time she goes grocery shopping 
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Content Inventory 
 

 
Page Title Content 

Type 
Basic content 
Description 

Purpose of page 
content 

Topic, tags or 
categories 

Included 
Files 

Availability 

Introduction: 
Welcome to 
App 

Intro page three icons 
with 
descriptions 
"add recipes" 
"make 
shopping list 
"create meal 
plan" 

Show the user how 
simple it is to use 
the app 

   

Home Links to 
rest of app 

Welcome back 
text with links 
to the app's 
pages 

Welcome the user 
back to the app and 
let them pick where 
they want to go. 
The first time the 
use the app it will 
also allow them to 
create an account 

  All 

Recipe page 
(bottom nav) 

Recipe 
Category 
page 

A page to list 
all of the 
recipe 
categories 

To show users 
where all their 
recipes are. 

Recipes, 
organizer, 
categories, 
food 

Icons All 

Add Recipes Button Allows users to 
add recipe 

Allows users to add 
recipe 

Recipes  All 

By Picture Camera 
Page 

Takes photo of 
recipe 
card/screensh
ot 

Allows users to 
photograph their 
recipes and have 
them automatically 
typed out in the 
app 

recipe cards, 
recipe book 

 All 

From Internet Form Takes recipe 
from url or 
in-app search 
and adds it to 
recipe 
collection 

Allows the user to 
add recipes they 
have found online 
to recipe box or to 
search for online 
recipes. Once a 

Recipe  All 
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recipe is selected 
the user can choose 
to edit the recipe. 

Manual entry Form Form to hold 
all recipe 
content 

Allows users to 
enter in recipes 
manually and then 
automatically 
formats them into 
ingredients list and 
instructions page. 

Recipes  All 

Categories Grid Organizes 
recipes 

Gives users the 
ability to look at 
recipes only in 
specific categories 

Food, 
Categories, 
breakfast, 
lunch, dinner, 
dessert 

Icons All 

Recipes List/grid List recipes in 
a category 

Lets users scroll 
through their 
recipes 

Recipes Icons All 

Ingredients List Lists all 
ingredients 

Lets users view all 
ingredients, sizes, 
and preparation 
(minced/diced/cho
pped/cooked etc) 

Recipe, 
ingredients 

 All 

Instructions List Lists all 
instructions 

Shows users the 
recipe instructions 
as well as 
ingredients require 
for each step 

Instructions, 
ingredients, 
recipes 

 All 

Tools Required List Lists all 
utensils that 
will be needed 
for the recipe 

Lets users see every 
tool they will need 
for the cooking 
process before they 
begin 

Utensils, 
cooking 

icons All 

COOK! Instructions Cooking mode Lets users follow 
along the cooking 
process without 
their phone screens 
turning off and with 
ability to let users 
scroll hands free 

Instructions, 
cooking, scroll 

 All 

Meal Plan 
(bottom nav) 

Calendar Calendar 
showing meals 
selected for 
the 

Allows users to 
select when meals 
should be made 
and add reminders 

Calendar, 
meal-plan 

 All 
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week/month for those meals. 
Example, cook 
chicken on Monday, 
remind user on 
Sunday night to 
take chicken out of 
freezer. 

Shopping Cart 
(bottom nav) 

List Lists 
ingredients 
required for 
selected meals 

Allows users to add 
ingredients from 
selected meals, edit 
the ingredients and 
add ingredients or 
items not part of 
their meals such as 
toilet paper. Sorts 
items into 
categories that can 
be rearranged and 
edited. 

Shopping Cart, 
list, 
ingredients 

Icons All 

Randomizer list/grid Randomly 
selects meals 
based on 
certain criteria 

Selects meals for 
users who don't 
want to pick. Allows 
users to choose 
what kind of 
random meal they 
want ex: what 
course, what 
ingredients, 
cooking time, 
serving size 

Randomizer, 
recipe 

Icons All 

Pantry gallery Lets users take 
pictures of 
their pantry 
and fridge 

This page is meant 
to help users 
remember what 
they have at home 
while out shopping. 

pantry images All 
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Mood Board 
 

 
For our Pinterest board, we tried to include inspiration for a lot of different 

aspects of our app but  I would say that they’re mainly based around visual 

inspiration. Things like colour and layout took precedent while we browsed 

through Pinterest, though we also looked at some related app designs and 

printed recipe books/cards to draw inspiration. A lot of what was focused on 

in this step was more in how we wanted to visually present the app; did we 

want to utilize handwritten type? What types of colours felt like they worked 

best/were prominent in our searches? How should we present food imagery? 

What types of layouts look and feel best? How are other people utilizing 

hierarchy in their recipes?  
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Paper Prototypes 
 

 
> What we expect out of the user tests 
Some big, potentially confusing, parts of our app are the icon navigation, the 
number of pages that connect to the same and different pages (could be 
easy to get lost) and the amount of text that needs to be included on some 
pages. With our user testing we are hoping to find out: if the use of the same 
four main icons allows for easy navigation, if the bread crumbs help the user 
remember where they are, and if the text is all legible and buttons are 
clickable. We are also curious to find out how many people would be 
interested in using all the app’s features. 
 
> Prototyping 
We hand drew all the pages and then decided to go digital for a couple 
reasons. I included a picture of one set of our hand-drawn pages. We decided 
to go digital because we wanted to test our icons and we couldn’t accurately 
redraw them on each page. We also wanted to show all the text and make 
sure it was legible since this app will have so much text. Lastly, sticky-notes 
can be printed on… my mind is blown! Sticky notes will be used to show 
pop-ups and drop-downs. 
  

The colored numbers represent different steps in a user path to help us as we 

move the phone around the sheets of paper. 
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> Hand Drawn prototypes 

 
 
 
> Printed Prototypes 

 
 
 
> Test Phone > Sticky Notes 
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> Example of sticky note: Recipe page, user wants to change serving size… 

BOOM... Sticky Note 
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> Example of sticky note 2: User opens cooking mode for the first time. 

Sticky Note allows them to practice the unique (and totally possible) scroll 

feature to keep this mode hands free. 
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> What we learned 
Because we chose to create digital paper prototypes we were able to get 

excellent detailed feedback that helped the rest of the app building process 

go very smoothly. Overall, the icons system was mostly successful for our 

users. The introduction page confused the first couple people because the 

wording was wrong and this led to more confusion later on in the app. 

However, once I tweaked the prototype the icons made sense to the last 

groups and everyone knew how to get where they want to go. One of the key 

takeaways was that no one knew what to do with the pantry or saw any need 

for it to be such a prominent element. Because of this we decided to move 

the pantry to be a sub-page of Shopping list. This freed up more space on our 

app intro, our welcome page and all of the sub pages. The users also 

encouraged us to remove the tiny breadcrumbs and extra info we had at the 

top of some of the pages and combine the account and settings icons so that 

the header could include a back button. We definitely learned what we were 

hoping to learn about our app and this user testing aided us in creating a 

very successful digital prototype.  
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Wireframe Prototypes 
 

 
> Digital Wireframes    
 

Probably the most important page of our app was our recipe page. We 

wanted to make sure users could easily find everything they needed to plan 

and cook the meal.  

 
 
Some other important pages include our intro page, which shows the user 

what they can do within the app, the home/welcome page which invites the 

user back to the app and the cooking mode page which is a unique feature 

that allows users to follow recipe instructions without touching the device. 
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Wireframe Prototype Tests 
 

 
Overview 

> Overall, our testing was very helpful in narrowing down where to focus our 

time for the final version. We learned that the app was relatively navigable, if 

all buttons had worked correctly, and everyone was able to achieve their 

tasks. However, some users did get stuck for longer than they should have 

because the thing they were looking for was not easily located. This led us to 

mess around with our color scheme and the size of buttons and type to make 

sure users knew where to look in the final version. 

 

Users 
> Tess McShane (TM), age 25, grad student pursuing a MSW in Denver, CO, 

only has to feed herself 

> Kelly Bjordahl (KB), age 26, grad student pursuing a MSW in Portland, OR, 

only has to feed herself 

> Erik Nordin (EN), age 24, PSU Student working toward BS in Computer 

Science. Cooks for himself and his wife 

> Anwar Montasir, (AM) Professor, Husband and father cooks for his family 

and himself 

> Nancy Austin (NA) age 49, Graphic Designer, Cooks for her father and 

husband 

 

Digital Wireframe Prototyping 

> How often do you cook? 
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- TM: Cooks spontaneously, not every day/every meal, maybe 10 “meals” 

tops a week that receive the attention that would make her find an app 

helpful. Doesn’t have a lot of free time to dedicate to cooking. 

- KB: Is a picky eater, eats many of the same meals over and over again. 

Makes at least one meal a day (usually dinner), but rarely cooks 

anything she doesn’t eat on a weekly basis (is usually pretty well 

stocked up). Doesn’t have a lot of free time to dedicate to cooking, but 

even if she did have more free time she still probably wouldn’t put a lot 

of time/energy into cooking.  

- EN: 1-2 times a week 

- AM: Cooks mostly lunch and cooks very often, also cooks dinner, 

estimates around 10 meals a week 

- NA: Cooks 2-3 times a week 

 

> Do you use recipes to cook? 

- TM: Doesn’t use many recipes more than once or twice. Likes the idea 

of storing recipes she likes for revisiting later, but probably wouldn’t use 

it super frequently. More for holidays/parties, maybe as inspiration 

- KB: Rarely if ever uses a recipe. Interested in being able to tag recipes 

(by using what’s in her pantry [the physical one]) 

- EN: Sometimes… Uses recipes for new recipes 

- AM: Most the time he uses recipes for dinner but not for lunch 

- NA: uses recipes for almost everything has a mix of family recipes and 

recipes on her phone 

 

> How do you store recipes? 

- TM: No system 

- KB: No system 
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- EN: In an email draft. It works fine. Saves the recipe on the internet and 

can be easily updated but can’t view revisions 

- AM: No System 

- NA: No System except a recipe box for her recipe cards 

 

> How often do you go grocery shopping? 

- TM: 2 major shopping trips a month, goes on little trips probably 2x a 

week 

- KB: Tries to go every other week, but has become more like 3 weeks. 

Goes on little trips 2-3x a week, but eats out a lot 

- EN: Once a week 

- AM: Major trips about 3 times a month, small trips maybe once a week 

- NA: Once a week maybe with an extra small trip 

 

> Do you plan meals in advance? 

- TM: Doesn’t like to meal prep/isn’t interested in meal prepping 

- KB: Has no interest in meal prepping 

- EN: Yes, before I go shopping with my wife 

- NA: Plans one week at a time 

 

> What kinds of apps do you use? 

- TM: Instagram, Facebook, Google Maps 

- KB: Facebook, Google Maps, Google Calendar 

- EN: Chwazi (game playing app) google maps, google, audible, podcasts 

- AM: Calendar, google maps, news, instagram 

- NA: Communication and google mostly 
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> TASK 1: Create an account, reach the page to add a new recipe, select 

where they’re adding the recipe from 

- TM: Liked the variety of categories to add recipes to  

- KB & TM: Easily created an account, accessed the recipe page  

- Both: Struggled to return to the home page after this because of 

prototyping faults 

- KB & TM: Wanted to tap the back arrow first 

- Both: Back arrow didn’t work form the page she ended on 

- TM: The logo isn’t big enough, or is too specific of a spot to tap easily for 

bigger fingers 

- KB & TM: Thought maybe she should click the gear icon to get to the 

homepage since other buttons weren’t working for her 

- EN: Pressed “get started” before I even told him to, he was too excited to 

get started to wait 

- Get Started looks like the only thing he can press. 

- He was happy that he can press the back button to return to the 

previous page 

- Not sure why he could have recipes without an account.. He 

wouldn’t want to create recipes if he couldn’t save/sync/share them 

- Had some difficulty press the “create account” button 

- Why does Recipe App require a full name? 

- Likes being greeted by a name 

- Confused why app tells him to “schedule some meals for the week” 

- Thinks that maybe Meal Plan has some pre-made recipes he could 

add to the plan 

- Know to go to recipes to add a new recipe  

- Saw the Add Recipe button quickly  

- One button did not work so he got stranded on a random page. 

Immediately clicked “recipe box” to return home. 
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- Confused by Google Search box being the box that he is supposed 

to type his favorite recipe site into since he isn’t searching for it 

- On the manual entry page instructions made sense as well as what 

he was supposed to type where 

- Startled when “save and add recipe” changed to “chicken 

parmesan” page without notice.  

- AM: Does not feel like he needs to create and account to use the app 

- No add recipe from home page but easily found “add recipe” under 

recipe section 

- Text in search bar feels too small 

- Wants to see what adding a recipe from the internet vs manually 

would be like 

- NA: Really enjoyed the entry page icons, helped her get a better feel for 

what she could do 

- Get started was very easy to see and press 

- Wanted to look around the app a bit before creating an account 

but made an account first since I asked her to 

- Found the Text a little small on the account boxes. Had to squint to 

read the fine print 

- Enjoyed the welcome after creating an account 

- Knew to go to the recipes page since the first page told her that is 

where she could add recipes  

- “Add Recipes” was the first button that stood out to her 

- Decided to add recipes from the internet 

- Wasn’t sure where to type in her favorite recipe url 

 

 

> TASK 2: Get to cooking mode for “Chicken Parmesan” recipe, start 

timers 
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- KB & TM: Go to “recipes” tab from homepage, tap the correct category 

with no prompting 

- KB & TM: Browse through tools 

- TM: Was a little confused on how to get to cooking mode initially, but 

found it pretty quickly 

- KB: Thought she might be in the wrong spot, and tried to go back a step 

but didn’t actually do it because she found the instructions tab before 

she could 

- KB & TM: found cooking mode immediately after going to the 

instructions tab, and figured out quickly how to start timers 

- Both: would not be inclined to talk to the app to navigate in cooking 

mode, but do like the hands off approach 

- TM: Appreciated that there was no “back story” for the recipe, it was JUST 

the recipe 

- KB & TM: found it easy/intuitive to exit cooking mode 

- EN: knew how to change serving size 

- Had a hard time finding cooking mode and difficulty clicking the 

button… Also did not feel like a button 

- Cooking mode made sense 

- Timers were easy to click but he couldn’t tell which timer was for 

what or how to stop them (maybe add step number to top corner 

of button) 

- AM: Not sure why tools have check boxes.. Can you add them to the 

shopping list? If so, why does it not have the same steps as adding 

ingredients 

- Would like a notes sections possible on the shopping list page 

- Found it easy to find “cooking mode” but thinks it could be more 

obvious 
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- Scanning through cooking mode was slightly difficult and he was 

worried he wouldn’t be able to find his place if he looked away 

- Would like to be able to use his voice to scroll through cooking 

mode 

- NA: Could not find cooking mode on the first screen of the recipe page 

so she clicked through the tabs until she found it  

- Wasn’t sure what to expect but like the little intro and the 

possibility of going hands-free 

- Text seemed a little small 

- Liked that all the ingredients were easy to see and she new the 

quantities that she would need 

- Timers were easy to add but she couldn’t pause or cancel them 

 

 

> TASK 3: Add “Chicken Parmesan” to shopping list, then view shopping 

list 

- KB: Figured out how to get to area where you would add ingredients to 

shopping list easily, but had a slightly difficult time adding it to shopping 

list 

- KB: Seemed like she was having a hard time tapping the button and 

having it respond appropriately 

- TM: Found it immediately, but had a hard time tapping the button 

- KB & TM: were a little confused that “ice cream” was added to shopping 

list after adding ingredients they’d seen in Chicken Parmesan, but 

understood once explained it was to just show the functionality of the 

shopping list 

- KB & TM Found it very useful that they didn’t have to use 2 different apps 

or write out a list and also use the app to see what they need when at the 

grocery store  
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- KB & TM: Suggest maybe we should somehow differentiate the 

new items from items that were already added into the shopping 

list (not from the current recipe) 

- KB & TM: Understood the function of the plus sign icons  

- EN: Decided to go to Shopping List page first  

- Clicked “add ingredients” from shopping list and when the link took 

him to the main recipe page he said “was that right?”  

- He was expecting to be able to manually add ingredients… after he 

read the button text it made more sense 

- Knew to click dinner and then “chicken parm”  

- Quickly saw that he could add ingredients since he knew the 

button would be there after he saw it in cooking mode. Was happy 

that he could add all ingredients easily or just the selected ones. 

After he made his selections he wanted to scroll back to the top to 

add them not to the bottom (maybe change the “add all” to “add 

selected” once the user clicks on an item) 

- Wants to select all ingredients so that he can click the two things 

he doesn’t need to deselect them and then add the rest. That way 

he wouldn’t have to click 8+ items when he needed almost all the 

ingredients 

- On the shopping list is confused why he couldn’t add individual 

items before he added a recipe but now he can  

- AM: Would like to see a notes sections 

- Not sure he would use this shopping list to add anything besides 

recipe ingredients 

- NA: Remembered seeing the ability to add ingredients in the recipe 

page so she went to the recipe page first 

- Quickly found the “add ingredients”  

- Really liked that she could add individual items 
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- Took a little while to find the correct button to push to select 

specific ingredients 

- Thought it was weird that “Items have been added” was easier to 

click than “view list”  

- Adding ingredients seem easy to her especially with all the different 

categories 

 

 

> TASK 4: Go to pantry page from Shopping List, read explanation of 

pantry 

- KB: Immediately understood the function of the pantry after reading 

explanation 

- Liked this function, thought it would come in a lot of use and would 

make shopping without having planned ahead of time a lot easier 

- Was curious about whether you could take/have multiple pictures 

per week 

- TM: Found it easy to understand, liked the idea/function 

- Thinks the “Take a Picture” button makes sense where it is 

- Was curious whether you could title/caption the photo if you 

wanted to 

- EN: Confused about view pantry before he read text about it 

- Pantry made sense though once he got in it 

- Doesn’t think he would use the pantry to take pictures and would 

rather see a list of what he has purchased before using the app with 

the ability to date items so they don’t go bad 

- He was originally thinking that he would take pictures of each item 

individually until I told him he would just take a picture of the whole 

fridge or pantry… He says that seems much more useful 

- AM: Needs the picture button to be more obvious, maybe add an icon 
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- Not super interested in the pantry page but likes that it was 

removed from main navigation 

- NA: Wasn’t sure what pantry was but expected to find a place where she 

could record ingredients she already had.  

- After she entered the page and read the description the pantry 

made sense. 

- She thought it was a good idea and would probably use it 

 

 

> TASK 5: Add “Chicken Parmesan” to calendar for a specific day 

- KB & TM: found it easy to navigate to do this 

- Like that there’s two spots to add to your calendar, think it makes 

sense to have it in both spots 

- KB: Liked that you can take notes, set reminders, delete recipe, change 

the day 

- Can’t undo certain changes 

- TM: Liked that you could add to a specific day, but really liked the ability 

to set specific reminders related to specific recipes. She thought this 

would make her life a lot easier and help her when cooking because 

she’s forgetful 

- EN: Immediately went to meal plan 

- Clicked through recipes to get to chicken parm 

- Got to chicken parm and couldn’t figure out how to add it 

- Eventually found the meal plan icon and clicked it 

- Easily found how to set a reminder 

- AM: Would like to be able to set reminders  

- NA: wasn’t sure where to start for this task so she went to “meal plan” 

- Pressed “add recipe to today” found the text a little small 
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- Immediately found her way to chicken parm and located the 

correct Icon to add the recipe to the meal plan 

- Thought it was weird that “remove” was the first option under the 

edit button 

- Liked being able to set reminders and change the recipe date 

 

 

> General 

- TM: Think it’s well labeled, easy to navigate without having a lot of 

background understanding of the app/cooking/recipes  

- KB: Appreciates that lists are short and that options are easy to 

understand  

- KB & TM: Like that when you press most things it doesn’t shoot you to a 

different page/make you lose your spot in the app 

- Think icons are easy to understand/remember 

- EN: Had a hard time pressing a lot of the buttons especially the back 

button 

- Did not like that he had to initially add ingredients from recipes and 

couldn’t add a single item… that was the most frustrating part 

- NA: As a graphic design she found the icons very useful and easy to 

navigate with 

- Her biggest issue was the small text 
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Brand Guidelines 
 

Logo  

Recipe Box  
 
Colors 
 

 
 
 
Fonts  

> Lato (text) 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

 

> Grand Hotel (Logo) 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
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Voice 

> Our goal was to create an app that was friendly and welcoming, but 

allowed the user to feel in control of their recipes in a way we hadn't seen in 

other apps. We based the voice on the interaction users would have with a 

more traditional recipe box or cookbook, as opposed to an app that would 

involve social interaction with other users. 

 

The language should be casual, but not overly personal. The home 

page/welcome page allows for a warm welcome, but there are no 

interactions after this. There are minimal instructions for how the user should 

use certain features. Directions are only provided in spots where deemed 

necessary for the user's understanding; in addition, we tried to keep 

directions short and to the point to allow users to remain focused on their 

task and not distract them with overly wordy information. 

 

Animation Style 

> The app uses a few different animations. The majority are slides or pushes. 

Because there are so many pages we wanted the user to get a sense of 

where they were going. If the page is deeper in the app the animation will 

show it sliding over the older page. If a page is higher, closer to the entrance 

to the app, it will push back into view giving the user the sense they are going 

backwards, which they are. Pop-ups and drop downs fade onto the screen so 

the user knows they have not changed pages. Overall, the goal with the 

animation was to give subtle hints about where the user is moving to or has 

been without distracting the user. 
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Final Prototype 
 

 
During our presentation we received some excellent design and functionality 
feedback that we wanted to implement for our final design.  
 
> Final Prototype 
 
Sign In 
Many people were confused about whether or not it was required to sign in 
to use the app. While it is not required, it is recommended, so we created a 
pop-up window when users first first enter the app to clearly show the ability 
to use the app as a guest or to sign-in/create an account. 
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Instruction Reduction 
Another issue that was brought up was the lack of visual instruction on our 
“add recipe” pages. We changed all of the pages to reduce written 
instructions and increase intuitive use. 
 

 
 
 
Select All/Selecting Some in Recipes 
Many of our testers attempted to check boxes on the ingredients and tools 
page (not built out) instead of clicking “select all” (built out). So we added the 
ability to select individual checkboxes. 
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New Additions to the Shopping List  
When we updated the the recipe pages for individual box clicking we also 
had to update the shopping list. On the shopping list we also noticed that it 
was difficult to tell what ingredients belonged to what recipe (this was a 
comment we also received during wireframe testing) so we added some 
highlighting. 
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Cooking Mode Timers 
Our cooking mode with the use of timers is one of our more unique features 
and received positive feedback when tested and reviewed.  
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